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Downtown Waterfront Vision Plan

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this report is to provide Council with information on the Downtown Waterfront Vision
project and propose next steps in this process.

BACKGROUND:

The Town issued a Request for Proposals for the Downtown Waterfront Vision project in May 2016. The
contract was awarded to Barefoot Planning (Evan Peterson) who led a consultant team in the
preparation of the plan.

The goals of the project were to:

1. Provide a "road map" to guide future investment in the area, with a view toward attracting more
visitors and managing these key marine assets;

2. ldentify options for adding vitality and vibrancy to the study area, enhancing it as a place where
residents and visitors alike enjoy spending time; and

3. Support Council's goal of better enhancing the downtown waterfront as a gateway to and from
the ocean.

The project involved a number of public consultation events and opportunities, as follows:

- An ldeas Fair was held in Beacon Park on August 13,2016 to introduce the project to the
community and start to gather ideas for the study area. Approximately 50 people attended the
event.

- ln early August 2016 Town staff distributed information on the project to all businesses in the
study area and also distributed a colouring sheet to restaurants and hotels in the study area.

- A web-based survey was organized and shared in August 2016 through the Town's website and
social media to gather comments from the community on the study area. 135 responses were
received.

- A stakeholder workshop was held at the Pier Hotel on September 23,2016, for property owners,
residents, business owners, and community members in the study area to discuss ideas
received from the community by that point in the process and generate possible scenarios for
the downtown waterfront. 20 people participated in the workshop.

- An ldea Gallery was held at the Pier Hotel on November 2,2016, to report out to the community
on ideas generated at the stakeholder workshop. Approximately 60 people attended the event.

- An Open House was held in Council Chambers at the Town Hall on April 4,2017, to give the
community an opportunity to review the draft final plan and provide comments and feedback.
That feedback is summarized in Appendix B - Consolidated public comments on draft final plan,
and Appendix C - Letters to Council on draft final plan. Approximately 55 people attended the
event.
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DISCUSSION:

The Downtown Waterfront Vision plan (Appendix A) provides a thorough analysis of the study area and
proposes three vision options, recommending one as the preferred option to guide changes in the study
area. The recommended option includes the following as main elements of the vision:

- Beacon Wharf is rebuilt on a rock base with a modestly expanded footprint, refurbished fish
market building (i.e. fish market building is retained), new landmark building, and ferrylboat berth
on the north side;

- New landmark, multi-purpose building on Beacon Wharf includes a small commercial unit(s),
public washroom, multipurpose public pavilion, and upper storey 'community living room'and
lookout;

- Bevan Fishing Pier is preferably retained, depending on funding, while Beacon Wharf is
prioritized for redevelopment;

- End of Beacon Avenue becomes a pedestrian-priority 'shared space'while maintaining vehicle
access to adjacent businesses (could be phased to reduce parking or vehicle access);

- Nature- or art-based playscapes proposed at north end of Beacon Park (incorporated with
seating for bandshell viewing);

- Two platform lookouts onto/over the water north of Beacon Wharf, with at least one including
access to a dinghy dock;

- lntertidal rock reef is created and Glass Beach is enhanced; and

- Eastview Park redesigned with children's nature play area, realigned paths, and additional
angled parking on adjacent roadway.

A public open house was held on April 4th to provide an opportunity for the public to view the draft Vision
plan and give comments and feedback. 52 written comments, emails and letters were received (see
Appendices B and C for complete comments). The following is a summary of comments received:

- Design looks great - 19 comments (one person offered to pay extra taxes to make it happen)
- Keep/refurbish fishing pier - 13 comments
- Relocate washrooms (to new landmark building most suggested) - 13 comments
- No playground at Eastview Park - 5 comments
- Rethink food trucks/ no food trucks - 3 comments
- Like the proposed sandy beach - 3 comments
- Do not like modern landmark building/ keep the Fish Market - 3 comments
- ln favour of pedestrian plaza at bottom of Beacon Ave - 3 comments
- Not in favour of pedestrian plaza at bottom of Beacon Ave - 2 comments
- No shipping containers (too ugly) - 2 comments
- Need more spaces for small boats/dinghies - 2 comments
- Where is the "Beacon" - 2 comments
- Where willferry passengers park - 2 comments
- lncorporate First Nation elements
- More focus on biodiversity and art
- No expanded marina slips
- How will the sand remain on Glass Beach during storms?

\\PC-11 0\Common\-Town\DEVELOPMENT SERVICES\Planning\Prolects\Planning Prolects OCP and LAPs\2016 Downtown Waterfront
Vision\2O17 04 25 - Report to Council - Final Vision plan.docx
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Staff and the consultant reviewed the comments rece¡ved and subsequently made several revisions to
the final plan, including the following items:

- Ïhe public washrooms originally proposed at the north end of Beacon Park, close to the north-
east corner of the Pier Hotel building, have been removed and the ground area left as it currently
exists. The washrooms have been relocated into the new building on Beacon Wharf. A second
set of washrooms are included in the Town-owned commercial units adjacent to the watedront
walkway near Glass Beach.

- Arrows have been added to both ends (i.e. at boundary of study area) of the waterfront walkway
path to indicate an extended and enhanced walkway with wayfinding elements and
interpretive/educational signage.

- The platform element extending into the marina area on the north side of the waterfront walkway
has been removed.

- A pedestrian pathway was drawn in to extend over the realigned breakwater on the east side of
Port Sidney Marina.

- The platform element closer to the north end of Beacon Park was redesigned to step down to
water level, adding space for moorage of dinghies. A planted area was added near the top of
this platform element and a covered seating area included in this location.

- On Beacon Whad, the dock on the north side has been widened and relabeled as a floating
breakwater. A small dock has been added on the north side for a passenger ferry and smaller
boats.

- ln the vicinity of the cascading steps going down to Glass Beach, a defined pedestrian plaza
has been added with landscaping, seating and vertical elements to be visible from up Beacon
Avenue, including the potentialfor a "beacon" installation in this location.

- The Bevan Fishing Pier has been coloured in and the descriptive wording remains as it was in
the draft, i.e. "refurbished pier (funds permitting) or re-imagined as extended platform".

Staff are of the opinion that the Downtown Waterfront Vision plan provides clear guidance for future
investment in the area to manage existing marine assets, add vitality and vibrancy, attract more visitors,
and enhance the area as a gateway to and from the ocean.

NEXT STEPS:

The Vision document contains an implementation plan for the elements contained in the preferred
option. Some of the more significant elements would take more time to execute and require more
advance planning and further studies, while others are possible on a shorter timeframe and at a pilot-
project level, i.e. done as a trial on a short-term basis. Two of the first actions listed in the lmplementation
section of the plan are 1) the design and installation of a pilot project seasonal closure of the road
portion of Beacon Park to create an inviting pedestrian space that attracts users of the waterfront and
downtown; and 2) allowing food trucks on weekends during July and August. Staff recommend that
action be taken on these two items soon to allow them to be in place for the summer of 2017.

ln order to allow food trucks or other street vending, Council would have to consider adopting a Street
Vending Bylaw or Policy to permit it on public land. Staff would bring fonruard a bylaw for Council's
consideration if directed to do so. Similarly, staff would report back to Council on a plan for a pilot project
seasonal closure of the road portion of Beacon Park for a portion of the summer of 2017.

Staff will bring forward potential projects following the lmplementation section of the Vision plan for
Council's consideration as opportunities arise, possibly involving public-private partnerships,
partnerships with academia or non-profit agencies, etc. Further work needs to be done to identify and
prioritize the minor improvements and major capital projects contained in this Vision plan and to develop
a timeline for their implementation. Staff are of the opinion that starting in 2018, implementation of the
\\PC-11O\Common\_Town\DEVELOPMENT SERVICES\Planning\Projects\Planning Projects OCP and LAPs\2016 Downtown Waterfront
Vision\2O17 04 25 - Report to Council - Final Vision plan.docx
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Downtown Watedront Vision plan should be considered as part of the annualfall strategic planning and
subsequent budget processes.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

1. That the Downtown Waterfront Vision plan by Barefoot Consulting, dated April 24,2017,
be adopted;

2. That staff be directed to commence implementation of the plan starting with a short term
pilot project seasonal closure of the road portion of Beacon Park for a portion of the
summer ol2O17, and that staff report back with details on the proposed pilot project;

3. That a Street Vending Bylaw be brought to Council for consideration; and

4. That staff bring forward items recommended in the lmplementation section of the
Downtown Waterfront Vision plan for consideration as part of annual fall strategic
planning and subsequent budget processes.

Respectf u I ly subm itted, I concur, lconcur,

Alison Verhagen, IP RPP

Manager of Planning
Tim Tanton, MPA, P.Eng.

Director of Development Services,
Engineering, Parks & Works

Humble, MCIP, RPP
Chief Adm inistrative Off icer

q

AV:mb

Attachments: Appendix A: Downtown Waterfront Vision plan, Barefoot Consulting, April 24,2017
Appendix B: Consolidated public comments on draft Vision plan
Appendix C: Letters to Council on draft Vision plan

\\PC-110\Common\-Town\DEVELOPMENT SERVICES\Planning\Projects\Planning Projects OCP and LAPs\2O16 Downtown Waterfront
Vision\2o17 04 25 - Report to Council - Final Vision plan.docx
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lntroduction

The Downtown Waterfront is a charming public space,
largely defined by several key pieces of marine infrastructure
that represent the area's eclectic mix of old and new,
ornamental and functional, well-used and under-utilized.

The iconic Beacon Whad is in need
of major repairs to ensure its safety
and integrity. The Bevan Fishing Pier,
Diver's Point, and the watedront
walkway also all require expensive
maintenance. And, while loved by
locals, the Downtown Waterfront is
not as busy as similar areas within
the region and beyond - particularly
during peak tourism times.

investment and decision-making in

the study area.

Public consultation, which was
centralto the visioning process,
included a widespread public survey,
a public ldeas Fair on the wateffront,
a drawing contest, an intensive
Stakeholder Charrette (workshop),
and a public ldeas Gallery.

As a result, the Town of Sidney
sought to create a plan to address

[1] the long-term future of key
marine infrastructure and [2] ways to
enhance the area as a place where
residents and visitors enjoy spending
time throughout the year.

The resultant Downtown Waterfront
Vision (this document) is based on
that public and stakeholder input, as
well as contemporary best practices
and waterfront planning principles.
The enclosed recommendations and
implementation plan are meant to
ensure that the key elements of the
Downtown Waterfront complement
each other and create a strong,
cohesive identity that supports long-
term vibrancy and vitality in the area.

4

ln June 2016, the Town began
working collaboratively with a
consultant team led by Barefoot
Planning to create a stakeholder-
driven process that would result in
a vision document to guide future

INTRODUCTIOiI & CONTEXT



HllPurpose & Stru re

The primary intent of this document is to inform future
investment and decision-making through verbal and visual
recommendations, implementation strategy, and conceptual
designs.

More specifically. the purpose
of the vision is three-fold: [1] to
provide a "road map" to guide future
investment in the area, with a view
toward attracting more vrsitors and
managing these key marine assets:

[2] to identify options for addrng
vitality and vibrancy to the study
area. attracting visrtors throughout
the day and seasons: and. l3l tc
support Counol's goa{ of better
enhancing the downtown waterfrcnt
as a gateway to and frorrr the ocearì

and act as the central tenets which
the subrsequent waterfront options
and recommendations speak to.

Moreover. this document includes
3 alternative waterfront options
for consideratron. The'preferred'
visron is presented in more detail.
rncluding recommendations and
considerations folm plementatron

Structurally. this document reflects
the frarnework that informs the
preferred visìon option. Centrai to thrs
framework are the Visron StalernenT.
Prolect Goals. and Waterfront
Planning Prrncrples These were
developed out of the consultatron
process and background researcir.

It should b,e noted that thrs rs a vtsron

document. rather than a detarled
local area plan or area structure
plan. Therefore. technrcal details.
standards. and reqtiirernents are not
fcund withrn - neither are detarled
guidelrnes. lnstead. clear visions
are ilirrstrated. gurdrng princrples
established. and recomrnendatrons
for decrsron-makirrg arrd next steps
are provided
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Site Gontext
Prior to the first European settlers, tne rySÁNfÓ
people utilized this region for thousands of years.

Later, in the early years of settlement, the Down-
town Waterfront became an active, working
waterfront - highlighted by a hotel, a sawmill,
a cannery and the Beacon Wharl, along with a
ferry to Anacortes, Washington.

Over time, the industrial elements were gradually
replaced by service- and tourism-oriented ele-
ments: Retail in the old cannery building, com-
mercial businesses on the old mill site, and the
Beacon Wharf reworked for pedestrians.

Sidney's Downtown Water-front through the years

:-

Today, this evolution of the Downtown Waterfront
is characterized more as a collection of discrete
and - in many cases - dated elements than
as complementary components of a cohesive
whole,

Perhaps as a result, the study area is not as
vibrant, and the adjacent businesses are not as
healthy, when compared to similar waterfronts.
Moreover, the area lacks strong connections to
both the downtown core (namely Beacon Ave-
nue) and the foreshore, itself.
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Site Analysis

lssues & Opportunities
{, \,

Re-imagine for people

Restoration needed

Redevelopment site

Naturalforces

Nexus

Key opportunities in the
study area include the rede-
velopment of Beacon Wharf;
the restoration of Glass
Beach; and the re-imagining
of the bottom of Beacon
Avenue.

Key issues to address are
the natural forces of this
exposed waterfront (namely
wind/waves) and the'cross-
roads' of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic, where the
waterfront path meets Bea-
con Avenue.

The study area is predomi-
nately a pedestrian area;
however, as mentioned
above, a key conflict point
exists where the waterfront
path crosses Beacon Av-
enue.

Additionally, the key public
and private adjacencies to
the study area are character-
ized by auto-oriented design
(e,9., parking lots and car-
centric road areas).
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Public vs. Private Space

Access to/from Ocean

TI
Tl

While this study focuses on
the public waterfront area, it
is important to note [a] the
private parcels (including the
redevelopment site West
of Diver's Point) adjacent
to the study area; [b] the
Town-owned site which is

currently leased; and [c] the
spattering of private leases
(not all lease areas shown)
in and around the study
area.

The most well-used infra-
structure in the study area

- Beacon Wharf and Bevan
Fishing Pier - take people
onto the water, Existing
infrastructure that takes
people directly to/from
the ocean is typically pri-
vate (e,9., the marina) or in
need of improvement (e.9,,

Glass Beach and its access
points),

Public space

ï¡wn-owned site

Private land

Leases
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Existing Gonditions Gallery
These images are meant to capture some of the ex-
isting conditions on site and help to illustrate many of
the pro¡ect challenges and opportunities.

An underutilized space with inconsis-
tent design elements.

-¡t

Typical path infrastructure.

Aging infrastructu re and d isjointed
seating elements.

Top of rip rap with Beacon Wharf in
background.

The Fishing Pier is aging and needs a
long-term plan.

Updated facade speaks to the area's
present and past.

Well used in summer, Beacon Park's
grassy area is often empty in winter.

10 INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT
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Beacon Parkwith contemporary band-
shell, landscaping, and seating.

Pedestrian area on Beacon Whar-f still
expresses its vehicular past.

Piles that held the currently decommis-
sioned Alpine (Sidney Spit) ferry dock.

Glass Beach is a huge urban, public,

and ecological asset in the area.

One of two very steep and closed-off
stainuays fo G/ass Beach.

Tem porary barriers w ith pedestrian ized
wharf area beyond.

-f*'

This key junction of pedestrian and
vehicular spaces caters to cars.

The expansive space of Diver's Point
presenfs an opportunity.

This informal access fo G/ass Beach is
a logical route for a formalized access.

SIDNEY DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT VISION 11



Waterfront Activity Diagram
This simple diagram visualizes both
current activities that are common
in the study area as well as activities
that are envisioned for a successful
Downtown Waterfront area.

While this graphic separates out each transect of
the waterfront area, these areas will need to be ac-
tualized as an integrated whole. However, analyzing
individual components helps us understand how [a]
the function of these areas can be maximized and,
in turn, [b] synergistic elements can complement
each other to create a better whole,

OCEAN

TRAVEL.

LAUNC

PADDLE

FISH

BOAT

water's edge
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waterfront
buildings

DRINK
PLAY

EAT
V¡SIT SHOP

GATHER

DINE
LIVE

CHATSIT
WORK

LISTEN
WATCH

r
à

EXPLOR

waterf ront
open spaces

WATERFRONT AREA

S¡DNEY DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT VISION

DOWNTOWN
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Process

The pro.¡ect process was rooted in a collaborative project
team, including staff and consultants, and a stakehold-
er-driven approach to developing the final vision.

The diagram on the facing page
illustrates this process - the core
of which was the community
consultation. ln short, after detailed
site analyses by the project team, a
Public Survey and ldeas Fair kicked
off the community consultation,
gathering high-level input on the
future of the study area.

Finally, these scenarios were taken
back to the public at an ldeas Gallery
(in-person and online), in which the
public voted on their preferred ideas
to be included in the final vision -
and shared any missing ideas.

Once the final draft was developed,
an Open House was held to consider
any additional feedback.

Then, an intensive Stakeholder
Workshop was held - including
residents, landowners, business
owners, staff, and others - to
translate the ideas generated, so far,
into possible scenarios for the future
of the waterfront.

The final vision document was
directly informed by these outcomes,
while also speaking to contemporary
best practices, waterfront planning
principles, consultant analyses, and
staff input.

14 PROCESS & CONSULTATION



Project Process

When and Who?
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Project Team
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Community Gonsultation - Snapshots
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A Public ldeas Faír on the
waterfront engaged locals and
visitors alike via interactive
boards, surveys, a speaker's
corner booth, and a drawing
contesfs focused on children
and youth.
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A Stakeholder Workshop
brought together key stake-
holders to develop and vote
on conceptual options for the
study area.
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A public ldeas Gallery sought
feedback on the waterfront
options and guiding planning
principles developed at the
stakeholder workshop.
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0verview of Public/Stakeholder Participation
The below is a brief visual summary of the engagement process that was central
to the development of this Downtown Waterfront Vision.

ldeas Fair attendees

Public Survey respondents

Stakeholder Workshop partici pants

ldeas Gallery attendees/respondents

Draft Vision Open House attendees
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Key Consultation 0utcomes
The answers presented area synthesis of the some
of the most common and most discussed re-
sponses from the ldeas Fair and Public Survey.

What are the study area's
GREATEST STRENGTHS?

Natural beauty
Views
Walkability
Access / proximity to town

Access to ocean, beach

0

A

I
t

What aspects of the area
NEED IMPROVEMENT?

Public spaces & gathering
places

Bottom of Beacon and
Beacon Park road area

Beacon Wharf & Bevan
Fishing Pier

Lighting
More programming, such
as music, aft, events

0

A ¡
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Uision Statement
ln 2032, the Downtown Waterfront is the central attraction of a bustling sea-
side district. The core of this area, a new Waterfront Plaza, re-imagined Beacon
Wharf, and landmark public building, marks the most visited and recognizable
public space in Sidney.

ln summer, visitors flock here for markets, concerts, and simpler pleasures -
walking, sitting, staying. ln winter, they come to experience the views and the
elements, to walk with a hot drink in hand or take part in seasonal festivities.

Year round, children seek out Sidney with a sense of discovery - exploring the
cascade block steps and playful art installments, searching for treasure on the
restored Glass Beach, and testing themselves on new playscapes.

Tourists ariive - by bike, car, bus, boat - ready to shop downtown and connect
with the ocean. They walk, they kayak, they sit, they stay, they sail, they eat, they
play.

The young and old, local and visitor, come to the Downtown Waterfront for its
scenic beauty, authenticity, and year-round vibrancy.

Downtown Waterfront Goals

1 Vibrancy
A lively destination and community amenity
with activity throughout the day and throughout
the seasons.

+
{ll B

2 vitatity
A successful waterfront neighbourhood with
thriving local businesses and significant eco-
nomic opportunity.

A physical, social, and economic environment
ReSilienCy that can withstand impacts and change while

continuing to flourish.

SIONEY DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT VISION 21



Downtown Waterfront
Planning Principles
Throughout the pro¡ect process, the project team
sought feedback on the guiding principles that
should and would inform the development of the
vision concepts.

From clear direction and on-going feedback from
locals, visitors, and key stakeholders, the Project
Team identified three overarching principles that
would guide the Downtown Waterfront Vision.
Each principle is multi-faceted and works to guide
various elements of the vision plans. See the
adjacent images for a visual illustration of these
planning principles.
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Connect

?
To the water

From the water

To history &
culture

To each other
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2Attract

All ages &
abilities

Locals and
visitors

I

People, day &
night

All modes
,=l

t,.t\
L\
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3 Adapt

To all weather

To natural
forces

To different
uses &
SEASONS

To climate
change & sea-
level rise
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Waterfront Planning and Design Directions
By reflecting on the process so far, we can establish a list of key directions for
the Downtown Waterfront. These, in turn, are realized through three Vision Op-
tions presented in the next section.

1. Regard the study area as a destination rather than a thoroughfare
While walking is its most common activity, the area should not be viewed as a
pathway - but instead as a 'magnetic' destination for locals and visitors alike.

2. Preserve and enhance Beacon Wharf as a key public space
The wharf is the central piece of marine infrastructure to embrace. Yet, the
Bevan Fishing Pier is also treasured and should be preserved - funds permitting

3. Restore and enhance Glass Beach as a central component of the area
Glass Beach has incredible untapped potential and a number of improvements
are envisioned - e.9., marine restoration, augmented sand, improved access.

4. Greate a well-defined network of places for'staying'activities
Appropriately scaled and well-designed 'outdoor rooms' can [a] invite people to
stop and stay, while [b] coming 'alive' from a reasonable number of people.

5. Use a cohesive design approach to create an authentic sense of place
Higher quality and cohesive design elements will lend to a greater sense of place
and anchor the existing disparate elements that currently define the waterfront.

6. lntegrate form and function to bring elements of play and discovery
The waterfront should be a place of joyful activity and discovery. lntegrating
whimsical, artistic, and playful elements will enliven the waterfront area.

7. Allow select commercial activities that enhance the area
A limited number of permanent retail/food vendors and complementary
commercial activity (e.9., recreational rentals) is appropriate for the area. Gift
shops and touristy stalls will not contribute to a strong sense of place. Though,
seasonal food trucks and similar local vendors will help enliven the area.

8. Greate adaptable and multi-use spaces and structures
To become a truly vibrant area, the waterfront needs adaptable spaces and
structures that can serve different purposes and users throughout the year.

9. Recognize and celebrate the area's culture and heritage
The area has a rich history - from WSÁrufÓ territory to early settlement and
industrialization - that should influence the future waterfront experience,

10. Welcome people of all ages and abilities
The area should equally appeal to young and old alike, while ensuring universal
access to welcome people of all abilities to enjoy Sidney's waterfront.
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lntroduction to Options

ln order to develop scenarios for Council's consideration, the
project team developed three Downtown Water-front Vision
options that each speak to the vision statement, goals, and
principles in differing ways.

Essentially, our team envisioned three
futures (one more austere, one more
plentiful, and one in the middle) and
based the options on these alterna-
tives - while also trying to represent
a breadth of ideas from the commu-
nity consultations.

The options all include certain key
elements, such as the restoration
of and improved access to Glass
Beach, a reworked Beacon Wharf
(to varying degrees), a new water-
front plaza, and areas with cascad-

ing steps down to the water. The
more austere Option 1 does not
maintain the Bevan Fishing Pier and
only refurbishes the Beacon Wharf;
whereas, the more plentiful Option
2 not only refurbishes the Fishing
Pier but also adds an extensive, re-
imagined Wharf replacement. Option
3 not only tries to strike an economic
balance but also directly speaks to
the core vision, goals, principles, and
directions developed throughout this
project process.
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Option 1 -''Low lnvestment'n
The first Downtown Waterlront option focuses on
maximizing public benefit with less investment
(relative to Options 2 and 3). Below is a succinct
overview. See drawing for full details.

Specific Elements

. Cascade steps to water at Glass Beach and Diver's Point

o Wharf is resurfaced and structurally repaired with rock base
rather than piles, with maintained fish market and restaurant
and new passenger ferry berth

o Divers point re-furbished (new seating, surfaces)

. Bevan Fishing Pier is decommissioned (lookout remains)

o No significant investment at the end of Beacon Avenue

o Small seasonal dock north of wharf (20 boats max)

. New nature-based playground at Eastview Park

Consistent Elements (with Options 2 & 3)

lntertidal breakwater, eel grass restoration, and raised sandy
beach at Glass Beach

New public restroom(s) and bike parking

lmproved path, including lighting, benches, and wayfinding

lmproved and better defined seating areas and gathering
spaces

Re-aligned breakwater with walking path at Port Sidney Mari-
na to accommodate expanded marina, including a passenger
ferry berth
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Option 2- "High lnvestment"
The second Downtown Waterfront option focuses on maximizing
investment to envision a full array of improvements along the water-
front area, Below is a succinct overview. See drawing for full details.

Specific Elements

. End of Beacon Avenue transformed into pedestrian-only area

. Beacon Wharf is completely rebuilt (on rock), expanding its
footprint to accommodate two new landmark structures and
pedestrian areas in place of the existing buildings

o Bevan Fishing Pier is refurbished and retained

. Cascade steps in multiple areas

. Playground integrated into rebuilt wharf, next to bandshell

Breakwater off new wharf to protect new permanent marina
north of wharf - need to consider parking with this option

Gonsistent Elements (with Options 1 & 3)

lntertidal breakwater, eel grass restoration, and raised sandy
beach at Glass Beach

New public restroom(s) and bike parking

lmproved path, including lighting, benches, and wayfinding

lmproved and better defined seating areas and gathering
spaces

Re-aligned breakwater with walking path at Port Sidney Mari-
na to accommodate expanded marina, including a passenger
ferry berth
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0ption 3 - "Preferred"
The third Downtown Watedront option focuses on those elements
that will be most impactful on achieving the goals of the waterfront
- while balancing investment needs with practicality. Below is a
succinct overview: see drawing for full details,

Specific Elements

Beacon Wharf is rebuilt on a rock base with a modestly ex-
panded footprint, refurbished fish market building, new land-
mark building, andferry/boat berth on the north side

New landmark, multi-purpose building includes a small com-
mercial unit(s), public washroom, multipurpose public pavilion,
and upper storey 'community living room' and lookout

Bevan Fishing Pier is preferably retained - depending on fund-
ing - while the Wharf is prioritized for redevelopment

End of Beacon Avenue becomes a pedestrian-priority'shared
space' while maintaining vehicle access to adjacent business-
es (could be phased to reduce parking or vehicle access)

Nature- or art-based playscapes proposed at north end of
Beacon Park (incorporated with seating for bandshell viewing)

Two platform lookouts onto/over the water north of the Wharf,
with at least one including access to a dinghy dock

Eastview Park redesigned with kids nature play area, realigned
paths, and additional angled parking on adjacent roadway

Gonsistent Elements (with Options 1 & 2)

lntertidal breakwater, eel grass restoration, and raised sandy
beach at Glass Beach

New public restroom(s) and bike parking

lmproved path, including lighting, benches, wayfinding, and
interpretive signage

lmproved and better defined seating areas and gathering
spaces

Re-aligned breakwater with walking path along its length at
Porl Sidney Marina to accommodate expanded marina, in-
cluding a passenger ferry berlh
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Rationale for Preferred: Balance

The preferred vision strikes a balance between aspiration
and practicality. Embracing public input, the vision
frames the waterfront as a catalyst for the three pillars of
sustainability (social, economic, environment), mirroring the
three project goals (vibrancy, vitality, and resiliency).

For example, if the waterfront can
better attract locals and visitors, then
it can also better service local busi-
nesses. lf the waterfront can offer
more diverse amenities, then it can
be a desirable public space for all

ages. lf the upland is 'greened' and
foreshore restoration begins, then a
more resilient long-term environment
can be achieved.

The preferred option reaches a bal-
ance between these objectives, while
not going 'too far' to be impractical
yet aspirational enough to capitalize
on the opportunity to achieve the
prolect goals.

Through detailed site analyses, two
key ideas came through about the
appropriate design approach to the
seek this balance:

[1]The area needs additional ele-
ments to attract visitors and invite
them to stay and spend time there;
and [2] the 'bones' of the area are
great, but many existing elements re-
quire a thoughtful redesign to better
serve current and future users.

That thinking is extended to the pre-
ferred concept, in which the project
team looked to (among other things)
create [a] a critical mass of 'attrac-
tors' or 'magnets' that would bring
people to the waterfront throughout
the day and year, and [b] a network
of better-defined (and designed)
spaces - outdoor 'rooms' - that
invite visitors to stay and spend time
in the study area. ln other words, a
balance was sought between invest-
ment in 'landmark' elements and
addressing details at the pedestrian
level.



The different levels of this approach
can be brought together with cohe-
sive and complementary design ele-
ments - surfacing materials, seating
elements, lighting, wayfinding, and
landscaping,

While the preferred concept shares
many elements with the other pre-
sented scenarios, the preferred
vision represents the best expression
of balancing landmark investment
with fine-grain improvements. ln turn,
the vision attempts to balance op-

v 6oalç

timism (about achieving the project
goals) and pragmatism (about fiscal
realities),

Additionally, the vision of a revital-
ized Downtown Waterfront must be
viewed in the context of the wider
Downtown Sidney area. ln order for
this vision to be successful, it needs
complementary development in the
Downtown that brings people to the
area, as well as cohesive elemenis
that connect the Downtown and
Downtown Waterfront,'

?reÇerreà Viçion
The project team sought to create a pre-
ferred vision concept that is representative
of the three Goals (vibrancy, vitality, and
resiliency) and three guiding Principles (con-
nect, attract, adapt) of the Downtown Wa-
terfront.

v Princ;iTlee

Power oç to+
This concept - developed by the Project
for Public Spaces, a global non-profit fo-
cused on placemaking - says that places
thrive when there is a range of reasons (10
or more)to be there: e.9., places to sit,
playgrounds to climb on, food to eat, art to
touch, views to enjoy, unique activities to
take paft in.

+



Preferred Vision 
= 
14 Key Changes
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Eastview Park is reimagined as a place for all ages, including a nature-based
play scape for children and added seating elements. The adjacent roadway is
also reworked to accommodate more (angled) parking.

Diver's Point is redesigned with a central landscaped area bordered by seat-
ing. The overall footprint of Diver's Point is reduced, in order to accommodate
broad steps down to the beach areas on either side.

This area is reworked with 2-3 innovative and flexible commercial units (e.9,,
shipping containers) and public washroom. The uses envisioned are recre-
ation-based (e,9., board rentals) or curated (quality) food services with a focus
on local startups.

Glass Beach is envisioned as a vibrant urban beach. Through sand augmen-
tation (initially) and a new intertidal rock reef breakwater, the beach will be
'raised' up to create more usable space and approach its natural state. Ac-
cess points are to be completely reworked, including universal ramp access.
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An intertidal rock reef is created to support the restoration of Glass Beach -
reducing wave energy and increasing sand deposition. Eel grass restoration
and other marine restoration is also key to the overall vision for Glass Beach.

Cascade or block steps (concrete or granite) are incorporated into a rebuilt
Wharf and restored Glass Beach, creating a playful and funciional public
space that connects people directly to the ocean,

The end of Beacon Avenue is re-invented as a pedestrian-priority'shared
space'. Vehicle access and parking are largely maintained, but textured pav-
ing, landscaping, and street furniture indicate a place for people, not just cars

The roadway and parking areas of Beacon Park are reimagined as a central
gathering place and promenade connecting easVwest and nofth/south. Sig-
nificant landscaping and seating elements are used to define the north edge of
this area and vertical elements signal to potential visitors up Beacon Avenue.

Beacon Wharf is rebuilt on a rock base and lengthened to accommodate a
renovated fish market building and new landmark building - with a small com-
mercial unit(s), public washroom, public pavilion, and an upper storey'com-
munity living room' with fireplace and lookout tower,

A nature- or arts-based play area (not a conventional playground)with inte-
grated landscaping and seating (toward band shell) define the north side of
Beacon Park and strengthen the area as a destination for all ages.

A floating breakwater with permanent docks on the north side of the wharf
provides moorage for pedestrian ferry service(s) and short-term moorage.
Ticketing and related services could be integrated within the wharf buildings.

Undefined, dated, and disparate elements are given clear edges and are an-
chored in a cohesive design approach (e,9., consistent shapes, landscaping,
seating, vertical elements). Larger areas become outdoor'rooms' and smaller
areas act as comfortable 'alcoves' for sitting and staying. A covered and land-
scaped seating area and bicycle parking area are envisioned at this location.

Two new accessible lookout platforms over the water are envisioned with
seating and weather protection. One (or both) is envisioned as the base and
access point for new dinghy docks. The other could be optionally leased to an
adjacent business as an extended seating area.

The Port Sidney Marina breakwater is re-aligned to accommodate an expand-
ed marina (i.e., with pedestrian ferry services and more short-term moorage))
and a pedestrian walkway is created along its length.

Extend and enhance the waterfront path, including interpretive and education-
al signage (e.9., aboriginal culture/history significant flora/fauna) and wayfind-
ing elements

11



Preferred Vision:
Visualization Gallery
This gallery provides example images
of the 'types of things' imagined for
the preferred vision option.
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Design Direction Gallery
Currently, the Downtown Waterfront area has many things
going for it. However, its individual elements could be de-
scribed as an 'eclectic' mix - generally lacking the quality
to create a welcoming public space with a memorable
sense of place.

This gallery is a guide for the types of [a] design elements,

[b] materials, [c] aesthetic, and [d] character to inform the
future of the Downtown Waterfront.

aì

Landmark public building with lookout
tower, utilizing local materials

Employ high quality street furniture and
xeric landscaping

lntegrate art with landscaping, rather
than isolated 'displays'on grass

5

Create defined outdoor'rooms' and
'alcoves' for sitting and staying

Simpli{y waterfront path elements and
create consisfenf ele ments th roug h o ut

lncorporate playful elements that ap-
pealto allages

lncorporate art and aesthetic elements
w ith i n co nventi o n al i nfrastru ctu re



Utilize local, quality materials whenever
possible - wood, sfeel sfone

Develop additionalbike parking and an
appealing and easily visible way.

Create spaces protected from the ele-
ments (particularly wind and rarn)

lncorporate 'dark sl<y' lighting through-
out the waterfront path

Utilize only interactive arf and
multi -functional elements

Employ a complementary industrial
aesthetic to new waterfront buildings

Consider vertical elements to add
visual interest and aid wayfrnding

Add further interpretive signage on
local history, culture, and flora/fauna

Create simple, beautiful wayfinding ele-
ments within and around the area



Preferred Vision: I nterface Sketches
These concept sketches illustrate proposed interfaces between the waterfront
area and the ocean, including [1] an accessible lookout with weather protection,

[2] the waterfront path, [3] a set of cascade steps, and [4] the rebuilt Beacon
Wharf.

1. Accessible lookout platform
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Overview
This section focuses
on providing high-level
recommendations - with
a focus on conceptual
phasing and next steps.

actions; [3] conduct detailed designs
and construct capital projects; and

[4] continually assess the needs
of the waterfront area and look for
strategic opportunities to fund the
proposed elements of the vision.

ln short, the following phasing ap-
proach is recommended: ['l] utilize
pilot projects (i.e., temporary design
interventions) and related program-
ming to activate one or more key
locations in the study area; [2] ex-
plore the feasibility of major capital
investments as well as one or more
'low-hanging fruit' or incremental

While presented as being discrete,
these phases should be seen as four
tools of a comprehensive approach
to redeveloping the waterfront area.
For example, assessing needs and
identifying opportunities (Phase 4)
should start now. And, pilot projects
(Phase 1) may become a reoccurring
initiative of the Town for many years
to come,

The Town has undertaken signifi-
cant planning work in the past yeaç
including a Downtown Streetscape
Design Project and a review of its
density regulations. These initiatives
will guide and facilitate Sidney's
growth in the coming years. With this
in mind, it is essential that the Town
recognize the relationship between
the Downtown and the Downtown
Waterfront: lf the goals of the Down-
town Watedront are to be achieved
(vibrancy, vitality, and resiliency), then
the Downtown area must better sup-
port this vision in the future.

This can be done by [a] enhancing
physical connections to the water-
front, [b] creating activity-generating
uses within proximity of the water-
front, and þ densifying the core
in order to bring more residents,
employees, and visitors to the area
throughout the year.

Similarly, the Town should support
the physical space with new pro-
gramming to activate the area - food
trucks, buskers, festivals, music
- with a focus attracting all ages
throughout the day and the seasons,
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Pilot Projects and
Programming

Phasing Approach
The proposed implementation ap-
proach is presented as sequential
phases, but should be viewed as an
integrated and adaptive approach.

See below for examples of pilot pro¡-

ects. See pages 50-53 for an imple-
mentation table, including potential
action items,

Pilot Project Examples

A waterfront pilot project re-imagines a
road as a pedestrian promenade.

Prioritization,
Feasibili$, and

Funding

A tem porarily pedestrianized roadway
includes food trucks, seating, and a
basketballhoop.

Monitoring, Assessment, &
0pportunity

A temporarily pedestrianized area fea-
tures a well-defined seatíng area.

Design and
lmplementation

PHASE

3

PHASE

4
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1 Pilot Projects & Programming

Use temporary and inexpensive pro;ects to kick start the re-imagining of the
waterfront and build momentum for subsequent phases,

TASK DESCRIPTION PRIORITIES

A ldentify, design, and
build pilot project

Program
(where appropriate)

Gather data
(where appropriate)

ldentify "low
hanging fruit" and
opportunities for
incrementalism

B ldentify and prioritize

C Feasibility studies

Funding and
partnerships

Use temporary and inexpensive materials, such
as parnts, planters, seating, and other materials to
redesign a new space for people

Programming, such as street performers, food
vendors, outdoor movies, kids events, and festivals/
celebrations, are used to activate spaces, raise
awareness, and create a dialogue about the future

Data (e.9., before/after pedestrian counts, adjacent
business revenue, user surveys) can provide useful
information to inform the future of the project area

ldentify and prioritize prolects that can be imple- >

mented in the next 1-3 years, because of lower
cost and ability to be developed in isolation to major 

>
projects (e.9., around Beacon Wharf)

ldentify initial and incremental phases (including
'pilot' projects) that can be built upon over time )

ldentify and prioritize major capital projects for
further study

Once one or more projects have been identified,
then studies should be initiated to determine feasi-
bility and high-level costing

Explore and identify funding and partnership oppor-
tunities

Seasonal closure of road por-
tion of Beacon Park to create
an inviting pedestrian space
that attracts users of the wa-
terfront and downtown

Nature playground at Beacon
and Eastview Parks

Additional landscaping, way-
finding/signage, and seating
elements along path

Town-owned commercial units
at Glass Beach

Rock reef breakwater

Floating breakwater

Dinghy docks

> Redeveloping Beacon Wharf

> Restoring Glass Beach

))))

B
>

c >

2 Prioritization, Feasibility, A Funding

Determine projects to prioritize, assess their feasibility and cost, and explore
partnerships and alternative funding models. Where possible, carry out pro1-

ects incrementally to realize benefits sooner and learn from prior phases.

TASK DESCRIPTION PRIORITIES

A >

)

))

))

))

))

D
))
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)
))

))

))

PARTNERSHIPS/FUNDING

Potential to use local residents, busi-
nesses, or organization to help design,
build, and program spaces

Potential support and sponsorship from
businesses

PARTNERSHIPS/FUNDING

Potential partnerships with academia or
non-profits (e.9., rock reef breakwater
study and design, educational/interpre-
tive signage)

Where appropriate, employ pilot proj-
ects to inform feasibility studies and
detailed designs

Provincial/Federal grant funding

Private-public partnerships

Town capital budgeting

Government paft nerships

TIME.FRAME

Short-term (3-4 months)

Annual

Seasonal

TIME-FRAME

))
'1-3 years

> ô months-1 year

)) 1 -2 years

POTENTIAL ACTIONS

i. Design and build a pilot project at
Beacon Park/Wharf road area

¡¡. Weekend food trucks during July
and August

iii. Summer buskers program

iv. Sidney Days, All Buffleheads Day

v. Pre-lpost-implementation user
sun ey

POTENTIAL ACTION

i. Gonstruct new playground at
Eastview Park

¡¡. Develop business concepVplan
for Town-owned commercial units

¡¡¡. Develop Wayfinding Strategy

iv. Study and potentially construct
rock reef breakwater

v. Exploreforfunding/partnerships
for path upgrades

vi. Cost and potentially build floating
breakwater and dingy docks

vii. Scope and fund studies for
Beacon Wharf and Glass Beach

viii. Undertake feasibility and costing
studies for Beacon Wharf and
Glass Beach restoration

ix. Engage potential partners,
including local and regional
businesses, and governments

x. ldentifycapitalfunding source(s)

))

))

))

)))

))

))

>
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3 Design & lmplementation of Gapital Projects

Undertake conceptual and detailed designs of proposed projects, then
construct capital projects,

TASK DESCRIPTION PRIORITIES

A Gonceptual and
Detailed Designs

>

>

Undertake a detailed design of proposed capital
projects

Based on task 1, construct capital project

Well-defined spaces

Greening the waterfront

Multi-functional elements

Multi-purpose spaces

ConsistenVcoherent desig ns
utilizing quality materials

>

))

))

))

))

B CapitalProject
Construction

4 Monitoring, Assessment, & 0pportunity

Ensure on-going monitoring to assess (changing) needs in the area, identify
opportunities for funding/partnerships, and consider the bigger picture.

TASK DESCRIPTION PRIORITIES

A Monitoring and
Assessment

Opportunity
Monitoring and
Gapacity Building

Contribute to a wider
Waterfront District

)) As capital projects are undertaken and as the Town
grows, staff and Council should continually monitor
and re-assess the needs of the waterfront area.

Staff and Council to monitor and consider oppor-
tunities for funding and partnerships, as well as
explore opportunities to build capacity to support
project development and maintenance within the
community

Town to consider related economic development
initiatives, such as waterfront destination market-
ing, niche marketing (e.9., birdwatching, yachting,
marine trail users)

Use policy and regulations to facilitate comple-
mentary development in the downtown core and
surrounding waterfront areas to better achieve the
project goals.

lnfrastructure grant funding

Community amenities via
development

Complementary projects out-
side the study area

Community paftnerships

Business partnerships

Economic/tourism develop-
ment

lncreased employment and
residential densities

Securing public amenities

Creating complementary uses
ihat attract people/business to
the waterfront

B
))

)
>

>

))

))

>

))c >

))

))
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PARTNERSHIPS/FUNDING TIME.FRAME POTENTIAL ACTION

> Professionalconsultants

> Non-profits and academia

)) 6 months-1 year

)) '1-3 years

1. Detailed design of Beacon Wharf
redevelopmentn including new
landmark building

2. Technical restoration plan for
Glass Beach, including intertidal
breakwater and eel grass
restoration

iii. Beacon Wharf redevelopment

iv. Glass Beach intertidal breakwater
construction, eelgrass, and sand
augmentation

)) Consider locat Sidney fabricators/man-
ufacturers for individual design ele-
ments (e.9,, seating, bollards, lighting)

PARTNERSHIPS/FUNDING TIME-FRAME POTENTIALACTION

)) On-going, annual

> On-going

i. Annual monitoring of waterfront,
marine, and public space needs

¡¡. Routine assessments of
infrastructure condition / needs

iii. Track government infrastructure
grant funding (Provincial/Federal)

iv. ldentify amenities able to be
developed via development
amenity contributions

v. Work to identify community
partners/comm ittees to support
prcject development (e.9., for
wharf and for Glass Beach)

vi. Taryet niche visitor groups with
related marketing, as related
projects develop

vii. Monitor rccent regulatory
changes (regarding density and
development) and, as necessary,
explore additional policy/
regulatory levers to facilitate the
redevelopment of Beacon Avenue
and key opportunity sites

SIDNEY DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT V¡SION
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A number of people made meaningful contributions to the
development of this document.

Project Team
Consultants
- Evan Peterson, Barefoot Planning
- Miko Betanzo
- Deane Strongitharm

Town of Sidney
- Alison Verhagen, Manager of Planning
- Corey Newcomb, Municipal Planner
- Matt Blakely, Planning Technician

Stakeholder Workshop Paft icipants
- Clarence Bolt (Sidney resident)
- John Crowhurst (Pier Condo Strata)
- Brad Edgett (Economic Development Commission)
- Pat Fogarty (Saanich Marine Rescue Society)
- Dale Hazelhurst (Sldney Community Association)
- Terry Johnson (Advisory Planning Commission)
- Natalie King (Sidney Business lmprovement Area Society)
- Mark Loria (Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea)
- Lauren Lupton (Sidney resident)
- Josh McKamey (Port Sidney Marina / Mill Bay Marine Group)
- Arnold Nicholson (Pier Condo Strata)
- Ken Norbury (Satellite Fish Market)
- Adrian Rowland* (Ports and Waterfront Committee)
- Grant Rogers (Pier Hotel / Marker Group)
- John Treleaven (Chamber of Commerce)
- Lesley Turner (Community Arts Council for Saanich Peninsula)
- Barb Wakefield (Portside Condo Strata)

Sidney Public
Thank you to all the passionate Sidney residents that
contributed to this document via the ldeas Fair, Survey, ldeas
Gallery and draft Open House,

*An additional thank you to Adrian for all his time and expertise that informed this plan.
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Appendix B

Downtown Waterfront Vision

Public Open House April 4th. 2017 - Comment Form and email responses

1.. Please have Bevan Fishing Pier as is and refurbish it is so well used and a tourist attraction. Mv familv
loves it! Please rethink food trucks. They are noisy, pollute and are hooked up to power and water
by running electrical lines and power cords over pedestrian walkways. Much in the vision design is

lovely, but requires a great deal of public consultation and continued careful thought. Of concern is

the parking for the passenger ferry (should this come to pass). I disagree if the choíce location is at
the end of Beacon Ave (Pier). I prefer option 2 but like some aspects of option 3. I do not like the
commercial container type buildings nor the location unless they are visually esthetically pleasing.

Please do not put a playground at the entrance to the fishing pier. Wrong location! Unnecessary as

children prefer a beach with sand as you have indicated in your desígn. I would prefer the money
spent on pier refurbishing. Thank you so much for accepting our suggestions!

2. I like option (3) preferred option. The community use bldg. on the wharf should fit with the improved
landmark building (fish store)- not be so modern.

3. Not sure that we need another children's playground with one at Tulista + another across the street
at lroquois Park... lt would be more esthetically pleasing if community building on pier were more in
keeping with surrounding building styles. Ultra-modern would not fit.

4. Please, Please, enforcement and sufficient signs as per bylaws of CRD for no smoking areas in this
downtown visitor area.

5. Vision 3 seems a very viable option, however many volunteer hours and donations made the
construction of the fishing pier possible. Therefore refurbishing the present configuration should be
a prime consideration and any thoughts of shortening or removing the pier should be re-addressed.

6. I support most of option 3, however I DO NOT support reducing car access at the front of Beacon.
We a re not a pedestrian society - will not be for decades. lf ya stop early car access/parkíng, you will
h-indcr businesses. Poor wharf (sp?) planning! There are Ito serious conflicts between walkers + cars
as is with roundabout + angled parking. Keep thís as is, Please!

7. I like the proposals for glass beach (intertidal reef, eelgrass restoration + beach.) very attractive

8. Like the idea of a rebuilt Beacon Pier and closing the bottom of Beacon to traffic
Might think about how a new public building might be used. A waterfront restaurant or brew pub
would be a great addition to the town.
Funding will be key - so will _ likely need to proceed incrementally
The important thing is to have a vision + a plan and will _ - work towards implementatíon

9. Need access for at least L2 small tenders and boats. Need water on dock for small boats
Need access for a larger float ferry to the islands and Vancouver.
Good clean washrooms for boaters and families
Retain crabbing wharf
Lots of bike racks
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L0. Plan B makes sense. Tweak a bit to include closing off beacon to through traffic below 1't
Be sure to preserve the pier
The Beacon Wharf should be updated + upgraded + include inviting markets/stalls/businesses. The
fish market is not a priority.
The whole walkway from the Ferry Terminal to the Marina should have numerous
stopping/resting/viewing a reas.

No expanded marina slips in front of the Pier Hotel and Bandshell Park area

L1-. Good Start - commence pílot project _. Beach + reef none for small S

L2. I support option 3 (preferred) but DO NQI see a re-imagined iconic beacon in the plan.
I would see the need for a dinghy dock somewhere in the area to the north of the dock.
Could we ¡ncorporate some first nation's element(s) into the end product? lt would recognize their
historic rights.
Additional Email submission - I was surprised and disappointed that the lconic 'Beacon' Element was
not referenced any of the proposals. What better way to define and represent our vision for the town
"Sidney will be the best seaside town in Canada - vibrant, unique, welcoming". Please insure the final
proposal contains this link to our historíc past. Thank you for your consideration

13. I really like the approach. Let's not dismiss the high cost option out of hand. Let's think about doing
it right and spreading the cost out longer. Fund this out of amenity contributions from the
developments.

14. Love the re-built Beacon Wharf on rock, the lookout tower, fireplace, etc. See great opportunity for
bike rental/skimboards rental for Sidney Spit as per town pop-ups.
Bevan Piers is a feature that I like; however if capital had to be prioritized I could support turning into
just a lookout there isn't anything in the vision that I don't embrace, with the possible exception of
using shipping contains - don not like at all.

15. I prefer Vision Option 3, but I would like to see the public washrooms relocated to the Beacon Wharf.
The proposed public pavilion (number 9) on the Vision 3 Board would be an ideal place to locate the
washrooms. This would provide bathroom facilities closer to the beach where young families would
tend to gather. Another option would be to relocate the washrooms to an area by the proposed

commercial/food area.

16. Beacon Ave needs a civic focus at the east end - an obelisk or similar vísual focus.
Any boat docks should not be exposed to the prevailing SE winds. The boat locatíon in option 2 ís
preferred.
The walkway should extend over the marine break water.
The fisherman's wharf is a valuable community asset + should be preserved.

Agreed - option 3 is preferred

17. Local Beacon Business in Pier and Cannery building depend upon the vehicular access and street
parking on Beacon (East of Roundabout) Ensure combined use is maintained.
Public Washrooms should be located within the new public facilities that are proposed.
Begin a process of costing these improvements (especially the water interface structures).
Great ldeasl
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18. Would l¡ke to keeo longpier but option three is a good one - so spend money to refurbish pier
Room for passenger ferry good idea - not a marina
Access to water all along waterfront - people climb down anyway so make it safe.
Public washrooms good but we don't need a regular playground. Kids like playing on the grass.

19. I love everything about the preferred vision option. I would be willing to pay an extra 5200 - 5300 per
year in Taxes to have the project fast forwarded.

20. Make use of one of the world's most iconic species, the Bufflehead, featured on our Coats of Arms.
An international phenological (sp?) phenomenon -a world record in punctual migration.
Most communities would kill for an icon as strík¡ng as a kíwi, a kangaroo or penguin - world class.
The butt-ugly seawall along the marina would be an ideal place for art + native interpretation.
Enhance the boulder wall with plantings. The area adjacent (Sidney Channel) is part of the
internationally recongnized "lmportant Bird + Biodiversity Area.

21. Leave Bevan Fishing Pier!We use it and love it!! Proposed Town owned commercialunits are UGLY

and will smell up local homes - pop-up food trucks pull away from local food services businesses. No
playground in Eastview Park. How longwillsand laston Glass Beach in a storm!
Wheelchair in sound?
Leave the fish market as an iconic building surely it must have 'heritage'value and standing. - lt's in
every photo of Sidney!!!
Use our taxes to maintain our town. Keep up planting of flower beds etc.
lf lhavq to choose an option it would be 3.
Where do foot passengers park their vehicles?
How much did we pay for this process? What's wrong with a peaceful ocean place?

22. Great Job! The distance from a firehall parking garage to a ferry dock is approx. same as the current
length of the fishing pier! The equity requires for a large gov't grant will only come if the mooring
cost is _ (for n+s ferry dock)

23. The "People" paid for the Bevan Pier. Use some of the extra (tax's) from all the new building and
have a contingency fund for any repairs that have to be done in the future.
No playground park it is beautiful as it is with all the lovely flowers. (we don't need food trucks) We
have lots of restaurants in Sidney.

Why change anything it is fine the way it is
And where are the foot passengers going to park!!!

24. We live in a waterfront town that's lost its focus. We lost control of our waterfront with the lease to
the Port of Sidney developers years ago (hopefully there is some sign of improvement there with new
owners)
The focus of redevelopment now seems to be having more people settling on the waterfront looking
at the sea not spending much money. Most of the people on shore have spent their money on
expensive real estate. Why build more expensive viewing platforms over the water which will need
expensive maintenance in the winter when we already have a pier.
We miss out on a lot of potential revenue from passing vessels because we don't have dinghy docks
for them to tie dinghies to if they anchor off. The Part of Sidney can't accommodate many larger
vessels, so make it easier for them to anchor out and come in and spend money.
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25. Leave water front as is. People like to walk and enjoy the scenery (walker walkíng the dog, older
people with walkers)

The seats give people to sit and enjoy the quiet not all the proposed etc. That's why people move to
Sidney

As for food trucks and pop up shops we have plenty of café, etc and shops for everyone
The Noise + trash will be all over

What happened to people who paid for the Bevan Pier?

26. Please keep fishing pier. What a bad bad decisions it would be to eliminate this landmark.

27.llike your plan for Sidney especially the preferred plan as improvements down the road get more
expensive. Sidney is the gem of the ísland with ocean front beach, walkability, easy access to shops.
What a great attraction forthe tourist + locals to have these improvements. Would love to see the
walkway extended on the north side. I like the idea of pedestrian only on the Beacon Rd. Section. ls

parking going to be considered? I like the seating + more access to the beach area.

28. The preferred plan ís great - if we can afford itl I like the idea of "sandíng-up" the beach - will the
tidal flow allow it to remain or be moved away by the water flow. Public washrooms and Day moorage
a good idea. Will there be a parking area near the foot of Beacon? Benches + access to the beach are
good.

29. Proposed "finger pie/' for passenger ferry appears to be much to light for any ferry vessel operations.
Vessel must be able to safely moor, nor should we expect each docking evolution to be smoothly
executed. Beacon wharf may be after refurbishment the best option.
Email submission - Many thanks for the Waterfront Vision open house. I offer the followíng
commentary regarding the proposed mooring arrangements for any proposed ferry service. While
viewing of the plan view does not provide any real detail it does suggest (preferred plan) a small
finger pier extending from the Beacon wharf for ferry moorage. Assuming you íntend a passenger
ferry service with vessels of similar tonnage to Victoria Clipper or slightly smaller I would argue that
the presented finger pier is not tenable. A pier subject to the requirements for safe moorage, safe
passenger embarkation and disembarkation must:

1) Be well secured such that it will remain in position with the dockíng/mooring loads imposed on
it.

2l Be of sufficient scantling to support the load imposed on the mooring bollards/cleats during the
docking/undocking evolutions. Likewise the bollard/cleats must be rated for the expected load.

3) Be provided with sufficient fendering to protect itself and any moored vessel made fast alongside
ín any expected surge conditions.

4) Assuming a passenger ferry is intended for this pier it must be of sufficient width to provide a

safe and stable platform and fitted with safety railing. The fitting of such railing is likely not
appropriate for smaller recreation vessels of various dimensions.

The above are just the most basic requirements of safe moorage thus I would strongly urge
consultation with an appropriate ferry operator before any detail design work move forward.
ln viewing the design concepts offered I would argue that a single purpose ferry dock is best provided
by the existing Beacon Wharf after refurbishment. (Reflected in the first "low cost" design option) I

did not see any proposals regarding parking for subject ferry servíce.
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Regarding the proposed recreation vessels dockage:

1) Floating piers are sufficient for most recreation vessels but l'd suggest the double pier suggested
is more than required and based on prevailing conditions rather exposed to surge and wind load.

2l I assume these piers are simply moored thus movable in the winter months and a safe storage
facility provided. We should not expect such piers to remain in place during the winter and must
have a plan in place to protect them during severe weather while they are employed.

I am not in support of the proposed facility on the seaward end of Beacon Wharf, this is unnecessary
and conflicts dramatically with the iconic fish auction house. Food trucks will not enhance the
ambiance presented by the seascape and not in the best interest of the local restaurants. I would
thínk an eatery such as presently existing on the pier would be well received by locals and visitors
alike. A patio with outdoor tables would be ideal. Thanks for the opportunity to comment.

30. My wife Anita and I have just returned from the presentation. Whilst overall it is an excellent review
I personally was very very disappointed to see, or rather not see, a place for our beloved Beacon.

Although the town was not responsible for me making a commitment to the resídents of Sidney last
year, I did in fact commit to get a brand new Beacon for our town.
I wanted this to happen this year to commemorate our town's 50th anniversary but also Canada's
150th Birthday.

Having met with town staff it was felt, and I totally agreed, that with a Waterfront Review go¡ng to
take place 20L8 would be a better year for this to happen.

I further made a commitment that I would help with the cost of a new beacon by going out to the
community to raise funds.

May I implore you to please find a place for our iconic beacon

31. I have read the waterfront planning guide and I want you to know I live at 204-9809 Seaport Place,
right above the suggested public washrooms. This is a really bad ídea and is not just based on the fact
that I líve right there. With all the public traffic, it would only be logical to place the public washrooms
on the waterfront pier where they are visible and in the pedestrian traffic flow. The noise level should
not be visited upon residents because of poor location planning. With the location on the pier, the
washrooms would cut down on the noise level as well as being highly visible to prevent damage and
misuse. Thank you.

32. I've studied the proposals and most of it looks great but I think public washrooms should be at back
of where new town owned food vendors area is, near the divers sculpture (vendors and patrons could
wash hands and use facilíties, as a food safety PUBLIC HEALTH measure. Or alternatively it could be
in the new building on the new fishing wharf. lt is the by far the most central location. The location
(1"1") that is shown on the plan is too far away for many who would wish to use it. Also I dont think
there needs to be 2 play areas ie: east view and the grassy area (10). We don't need (L0) ... instead
Kids need a big, safe area to run, fly kites, do cartwheels and feel free. There already is a nature
playground... The Beach !
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33. Have just read through the waterfront vision document, and basically find the midrange preferred
plan quite acceptable.

One thing stood out and that was the placement of separate washroom facilities directly on prime
waterfront space. I feel that they would be more appropriately located within the proposed public
building on the dock, or perhaps subtley placed as part of the food vending facilities adjacent to the
glass beach.

Also the fishing pier might be more effectively rebuilt as a breakwater with walkway on top?

34. I am writing to share my comments on the Sidney Downtown Waterfront Vision.
Sidney's waterfront was what drew me to live here, and I am happy that there are plans to keep it
vibrant and updated.
I have a few comments I would to share for consideration:

I fully support the idea of having public washrooms somewhere near the waterfront, but they should
be in a refurbished / new building on a new wharf ( where the Fish Market is ), and / or nearer to
Diver's Point and the proposed food vendors there. Please do not place them beside our residence
and our balconiesl

I would like to see the Fishing Wharf remain - I walk it daily, as many others do - the experience of
being above the water is somehow different than being beside the water for those of us who do
not have access to boats. Please do not remove this option!

I would like to share an idea from Mexico City that I think would find interest here because there are
so many artists in our community: Please google images for Mexico City art benches. There are 70
benches along Mexico City's Poseo de lo Reformo in the city centre, all part of an ongoing exhibition
called Diólogo de Boncos or Dialogue of Benches. Partly art and partly fun places to sit and play! I

have attached a few photos below.
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35. I see on page 44 that the draft plan shows two containers placed in front of our property without our
consent. Please remove these and send me a new draft showing no structures in front of our
property. I started the walkway and our deal with the Town was that nothing would be placed in
front of our property.

36. I enjoyed reviewing the on-line final draft for the Waterfront Vision and the chance to talk to Matt
and yourself at the open house today.

I wanted to comment on the revitalized beach (Glass Beach) and reef breakwater being proposed in
all three options. This seems like a great idea, but I think you would want to undertake some kind of
scientific sediment transport and ecological study before progressing too far with this design
element.

Sediment movement along shorelines is quite complex and involves components like: 1) wave
movement perpendicular to the shore that moves sediment in and ou| 2) tidal patterns that also
move sediment, and 3) longshore current patterns that move sediment parallel to the
shoreline. Ecological issues related to this proposal should also ideally be part of such a study, as

sediment, wave action and are all part of ecosystems. By introducing a reef breakwater you may
introduce some undesirable unintended consequences unless all of these factors were studied
beforehand.

Matt indicated that the reef barrier concept might be more of an implementatíon consideratíon,
should this component get approval to go ahead. But, you might consíder contacting a geoscientists

at UVic now to see about how such a study might be undertaken (e.g. this might make an ¡nteresting
M.Sc. project for a student(s)).
Thanks for the opportunity to comment on this excíting redevelopment of the Sidney waterfront.

37. Thank you for the opportunity to review the 3 proposals re the waterfront plan. l'm unable to make
the presentation tonight but wish to indicate that # 3 plan is my choice. I think it looks great!

38. I have reviewed the report online. lvery much like the draft plan and Option 3 "preferred" with two
exceptions:

L) I most stronglv obiect to the notion of installing public washrooms right below my balcony (item
12). I cannot imagine a worse use of that space next door to me - really......public washrooms...?!?!
Right there? Kindly ensure they are moved onto the space where the fish market is in the newly
rebuilt building on the wharf or rock peninsula. Yes, this is "nimbyism" but locating a washroom
building, no matter how "pretty" right next to Sidney's nicest condos is not the right plan. After the
work Grant Rogers went to to upgrade the Distillery building I can't imagine he would be too happy
to have a public washroom building right outside his loading bay. Nearby, yes. Accessible to all
waterfront users, yes. 10'from my balcony...? NO.

2) I would rather see the fishing pier replaced with a breakwater and walkway path on top. ldeally
the same length as the pier is now, but I appreciate that there is quite a cost to that. But leaving the
pier as is, or refurbishing it, seems a waste of money.

Of a more minor objection to me is the size of buildings that would go where the Fish Market is now
on the old wharf. Granted this can be the centre of attraction for the redeveloped waterfront, but
the buildings do not need to be high. Single story for sure, maybe two story but not with peaked

roofs. Keep the roofs low like Marker used at Seaport West.
I have copied this to a few of my neighbours in The Pier as well as Grant.
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39. I am hoping to come today and have sent this on to our 17 staff and L3 board and will include in
newsletter to our membership as well. Evan and team - congratulations on a really impressive
document. Usually these reports are onerous with too many opt¡ons, but this is easily one of the
most realistic and perfectly designed plans I have seen. lam excited bythe creative ideas, ecological
insight, access to the water, and historical/cultural approaches . We hove news coming soon thot will
add to the vision ond philosophy with new WSANEC/Coast Salish culture ond art to the waterfront
oreo under review.

40. I'm very pleased with the proposed improvements to the waterfront with one exception. The
location for a public washroom would be much better placed closer to the proposed eating areas.
Where ít is noted in the draft is an area that would be difficult for the publíc to find and most
importantly, it placed immediately beside private property. Please reconsider.

41". The temptation when embarking on such a project is to try to be all things to all people not a good
idea, so focus on one or two aspects dependent on budget constraints.
The pier and the end of Beacon St are the focal point of the waterfront that need too be addressed.

The current walkway from the marina to oceanspray park requires no more than regular annual
maintenance aside from the addítion of a few more strategically placed seating opportunities.

On Friday, April 07 there was a not untypical SE blow (perhaps a little longer in duration than usual).
The sea conditions in the area of the planned 'enhancements' starting in front of the Rum Runner
were substantial wave and swell activity and powerful. Anything put in/on the water in that area
requires some serious protection SSSSSS.

Focus on the foot of Beacon and refurbish the iconic fish market; e.g. incorporate an 'exoskeleton'
to support it. The existing restaurant fits well with the waterfront of a small seaside community.
Beef up wave mitigation 'structures' make allowance in the lee of the area for a ferry/dinghy dock.
The latter to encourage traffic from recreational sailing activity.

The current fishing/pier is a very popular all season amenity used by many on a daily basis. lt has uses

beyond the obvious; e.g. a place for reflection/therapy. Serious thought and budget should be
directed to the idea of very long term use. There are many examples of piers constructed in Victorian
times that are still vibrant attractions to their communities Think LONG term with this little gem and
don't be deterred OV SSSSSSSS. Cet the Town to float a bond issue??? or some other form of funding.

Keep it 'simple' but substant¡al. Don't try to fix something that isn't broken. Good luck

42. I am writing in response to your report on the Waterfront development project.
Full disclosure: I live in the pier residences and my condo is located in the northeast corner of the
building.

I wish to vigorously oppose the location of public toilet facilities at the base of the Pier building which,
obviously, will be directly below our two balconies. My opposition to the location of toilets in your
plan is based upon several reasons whích include, but are not exclusively, noise and possible odour.
I have no objection to the presence of toilets for waterfront visitors but there are a number of other
locations for such facilities which would still be accessible to the public but would not occupy prime
land and cause offence to local residents.
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To be clear, I am in favour of improving the waterfront and embrace the concept of attracting more
to this wonderful area of our town. However, I cannot sanction the location of toilet facilities directly
below my balcony, especially if lam also to encourage the increased public use of the waterfront. I

therefore ask that you revisit this one aspect of your town planning and reconsider the location of
this building. Thank you.

43. Hello, just wanted to pass on my comments on the proposed waterfront Development Plans

The three proposals put forward by Barefoot Planning are imaginative and create a wonderful new
vision for the Sidney Waterfront.

However I do not understand why Barefoot Planning would design a washroom block in front of a
luxury hotel and condo building where some of the balcon¡es of the residents face the water and
would look directly at a washroom block as well as be bothered by the foot traffic back and forth
through the day.

ln the Preferred vision the washrooms are placed alongside the hotel/condo building underneath
where the resident balconies are located. Not a pleasant view for them. The washroom block be
placed there.

My suggestion would be to place the public washrooms in the "landmark building with public space
on the rebuilt wharf". Much more conveníent location to the proposed ferry terminal and other
amenities and does not force visitors to walk back from the rebuilt wharf in search of a public
bathroom or use the one in the Pier hotel.

I am a resídent of Sidney. Kathryn and I walk along the waterfront almost on a daily basis. Part of our
walk includes going to the end of the Bevan fishing pier and back again before continuing our walk
along the water front. We would be disappointed to see the fishing pier dismantled.
We look forward to seeing the final plans displayed for public input.

44. We would like to express our concerns regarding the proposals for the waterfront regardíng the
placement of public washrooms, the playground beside the band shell, and placement of trees along
the waterfront. As such, we have two playgrounds in Sidney, one on the waterfront and one in close
proximity. Taking away space for a playground would impact negatively on the present activities that
Beacon Park is used for. Adding trees to the waterfront will obstruct the view of those of us who live
along the waterfront. This was never part of the original plan for the town to obstruct our view and
our taxes certainly reflect that we are taxed for our view!

As to the washrooms, public washrooms are necessary, but should be unobtrusive and NOT on a

primary part of the waterfront. They belong either on the wharf beside the fish market where they
are now, beside the fish pier where there are planned food trucks, or somewhere between the
Rumrunner and V¡ctoria Gin. To put washrooms either in front of or beside our condos is not a

reasonable option. Any option chosen should not be directly in front of or beside any residential
units. People want nature and beauty on their waterfront walks, not smelly washrooms. And we
certainly don't need the noise, smell and unsavoury activities that often accompany public
washrooms right outside our windows and balconies. There has to be a better option. We trust that
one will be found.
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45. Hello, as a fam¡ly, the Bacons have been residents of Sidney since 1964. My wife and I have been
property owners in the area since 1970 for about 15 years when we participated in the development
of the North Saanich Heather Road area. More recently we purchased a unit in The Residences at the
Pier on Seaport Place. Thus we have had the opportunity to witness the development of the Town of
Sidney over many years. I have consistently admired the way the succession of Councils has guided
the slow evolution of Sidney managing to avoid the pitfalls of inappropriate over development, often
the fate of many small towns. Today, Sidney is definitely among the best of small towns in Canada.

With respect to the subject draft report, as a one time yachty, I am delighted to see the move to once
again welcome yachts wishing to anchor for a short provisioning stop at Sidney. While a few yachts
each year anchor and dinghy to Glass Beach to shop, many bypass our town as there is no dinghy
dock. The Sidney Port Marína has never been a satisfactory place for a quick provisioning
stop. Removing the dock adjacent to Sidney Wharf some years ago has meant that many yachts
heading towards the Gulf lslands and beyond would by pass Sidney in favor of Nanaimo or other
locations providing a dinghy friendly waterfront. Thus Sidney shops for many years have lost out on
a sizable market. I am confident local merchants will see this aspect of the plan as a great
ímprovement. lncidentally, as in other ports, the dingy dock should be at no charge.

One element of the plan that lfind inappropriate is locating the new public washroom, storage, and
bicycle parking adjacent to a large residential area: The Sidney Pier Condominium complex. Studying
the diagrams in the subject draft, several other locatíons not impinging upon a residential area are
evident. I would strongly recommend planners take a second look at this aspect w¡th a víew to moving
the facility to a more appropriate location, perhaps at the other end of the Distillery complex and
adjacent to the Rumrunner restaurant. Thís would also give better access to the proposed short term
dock. Other options míght be as shown at the "High lnvestment" diagram at location L0 (New public
washroom and hardscaped (ed) seating area).

Thanks for providing an opportunity to comment and trust thís reaches your attention before the
April L2 deadline.

46. I have reviewed the report on line and very much like the draft plan but strongly object to the notion
of installing public washroom beside the Pier Residences and Hotel. I fully support the necessity of
public washrooms near the waterfront, but it seems to me they should be near the proposed food
vendors area. Public washrooms should be in a visible, accessible, and useful location and the food
vendor area would support that criteria.

47. We have examined the draft proposal and would make the following proposals:

1-. The provision of washrooms in this area is needed, but the proposed location should be changed.
It should be located in the new building on the Pier. lt wíll then provide service to the people
waiting to board the Sidney lsland ferry, as well as the shoppers in the new store.

2. A landmark is the cormorants on the piling just North of the pier. These piles should be preserved
as a focal point.

3. The report appears to want to group the art work ín a central area. This would be a mistake as

the present location gives individual emphasis to each work. I would strongly recommend that
they do not be moved.

4. I support the deletion of parking by the pier, but wonder how to control vehicles adjacent to
Beacon Landing, if that area is to be pedestrian oriented.
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48. I was among the residents attending the public open house on April 3rd,2Ot7 and these are the
comments I was asked to provide. They are in point form as follows:

I can see some potential for improvement but have concerns about the amount of green space open
ocean views that will be lost in this redesign.
o This is an ambitious plan; it should be realized in stages with time for residents to absorb the

changes to this familiar, well-loved space.
¡ Not used as much in winter because of cold east wind - Floorless shelter w/ roof & walls, pointed

towards the sea, with one of the existing garden benches, would be well-used. Simple solution for
now.

o Town should concentrate on repairing / maintainíng existing infrastructure - including the well-
used, well-loved fishing pier - for now.

o The passenger ferry until at least 10 yrs from now (20271- NOT NEEDED NOW - precious public
waterfront & park are in the public interest - foot passenger ferry from Vancouver exists - at
Swartz Bay!

These ambitious plans should be delayed pending completion of the Safety Building (and the S10
Míllion Bank Loan paid off completely and the skate park at Tulista finished.

Re-engineering and repaving of damaged, dangerous sidewalks (used by visitors and residents alike)
should be FIRST (with all the unbridled enthusíasm and effort the mayor, his team and consultants
have displayed). Resident property tax payers are not cash cows!!

49. Option 2 would be ideal, but it not enough funding is available, Option 3 is close enough (less funds
& less time to implement)

Based on Option 3 list of improvements, I would like to add the following suggestions:
o When installing new seat¡ng areas, please avoid using concrete benches which are cold and

uncomfortable. Use of wood benches with a back at the right angle would be ideal for seating &
watching the ocean.

o As an immediate improvement, I would suggest the removal of piles that held the Alpine Ferry
Dock, as well those around Diver Point. They are ugly & do not improve the landscape.

o Eastvíew Park has 2 paths with gravel that migrates on existing paved pathways could you please

pave those 2 paths as well? Anybody can slip on the migrated rocks.
o Since this project focuses on extending the waterfront walkway on the breakwater from the

Marina, it would also be nice to have the breakwater walkway extended towards north to
connect the beach access from 3'd St. and create a longer waterfront walkway.

50. On behalf of the Residences at Portside condominiums (2550 Bevan Ave.) we would like to offer the
following comments on behalf of our owners. There are two aspects of the draft Waterfront Vision
proposals that directly impact our owners and we would therefore like to offer the following
comments:

o Possible removal of the Fishíns Pier (Option 1): a) this pier was built in part, by an early "crowd
funding" kind of effort by many community members and they have a considerable stake in the
future of this structure; b) the structure is "iconic" and is symbolic of the town more broadly (in
fact, the Fishing Pier appears on the front cover of the draft vision plan) and also has considerable
aesthetic appeal for everyone; c) it is one of those structures that attracts (one of your planning
principles) to Sidney for actívities including; crab fishing, wedding photos, dog walkers, tourism,
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and Sidney resident¡al walking groups. lt ís also a great area to view the stars at night, affording
a dark spot at the end of the pier.

Possible introduction of a plavground at Eastview Park (Options 1 and Preferred Option): We
have a number of concerns regarding this proposal, as about half of our owners face this park. L)

the park, with its benches, tables and gardens, is now used by families for picnics, playing catch,
bocce ball, reading and exploring on the shoreline. lt is beautíful and is used by all, young and

old; 2) at night playgrounds in many urban areas often become magnets for younger people who
may engage in noisy/disruptive or illegal activities; 3) there is no need to add playground

equipment to this area as there already are two playgrounds about 4 blocks further south (Tulista

and lroquois) and adding two more playgrounds, one near the band stand AND another in

Eastview Park seems like overkill and not fiscally prudent; 4) the space available in the park seems

small for a playground, especially if part of the park is taken up by enhanced angle parking as

proposed, 5l An enhanced Eostview Pork with redesigned pathways ond londscaping (as per
Option 2) seems like a more prudent approach in ourview. For example, a small rose garden or
nat¡ve-plant garden might be considered. Such gardens in the park would be of interests to
seniors living in the area, which as you are aware, constitute around 37% of Sidney's population
(StatsCan, over 65).

We trust that these comments will be of some help in defining the final vision for the Sidney
Waterfront Project. lt will be exciting to see this kind of renewal of our waterfront take place!

51-. The April4th Open House on the Waterfront Vision Project presented what I believe is a very exciting
and positive vision for the future of Sidney's waterfront area. Of the many components, I will
comment only on a few.

The Planníng and Design Directions definitely have my support
o I still think the major challenge in making the area an all season destination will be the cold

wind (l liked the drawing of a "community living room" at the end of the Beacon Pier with
fireplace and heaters - a wonderful concept for storm watching or simply warming up with
soup once the summer heat is gone.)

o Bevan Fishing Pier - I am concerned that the Mayor (l think) and definitely Councillor
Lougher-Goodey have questioned whether this can or should be maintained. I believe it is

much loved by all ages and that the community would prioritize its retention very highly. (lf
we can spend 5400,000 on a skate park...)

o Engaging areas, good design that incorporates fun and whimsy (love the multicoloured bike
racks)

Preferred Option
o Unlike many who attended the Open House, I am not troubled by the idea of temporary

"pop-up" businesses in the commercial area, including shipping containers. I trust the Town

to do this in a tasteful way, which could certainly include some funky elements.
o I strongly support the proposed restoration of Glass Beach and an intertidal breakwater with

eel grass and habitat for marine life as well as human recreation.
o I like the lookouts at #L3 and the absence of another marina. Additional moorage does not

seem like something the Town should be funding or allowing in this location. The Port Sidney
Marina provides lots of moorage and another marina would block the view and connection
between the walkway and the ocean. This is should be, as in the Preferred Option, a place

where the eye is drawn to Mt Baker, the islands, boats going into Port Sidney and the
occasional seal heading for the Fish Market, not more parked boats.
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lmplementation and Timing
r Lots of good ideas here. I like the opportunity to try some things out through pilot projects

and start¡ng with lower cost items. I very much hope that the community will be involved in
priorítizing the more costly and permanent changes.

52. I like most of the suggestions for the preferred plan. I am still not convinced that having mooríng
facilities in front of the hotel/aquarium it's a good idea. lt is very exposed as anyone can see when
there is a gale and damage could early occur to boats/the docks.

I hope there are efforts to save the Fish Market. lt's the nearest thing Sidney has to a heritage
building.

I love the Pier Bistro with its unique feeling of being right on the water. Hope a similar
café/restaurants is planned for the pier.

Please, no shipping containers on the waterfront! Totally wrong for the area and Sidney lf you want
temporary look at the wooden sales office on the new development on 3'd and Henry. lt's portable
and looks good.



Kenny Podmore
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to tqke ploce 2Ot8 would be o better yeor for thís
to hoppen.

I further made o commitment that f would help wíîh
the cost of a new beocon by going out to the
cotnmunity to roise funds.

[1oy f implore you to pleose find o ploce for our
iconic beocon.

Yours foithfully

Kenneth Podmore



Charlene Nash

Subject: FW: Waterfront visioning open house, correspondence for the next CoW or Council
meeting

From: Brian Losie [brian.losie@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 4:48 PM

To: admin
Subject: Waterfront visioning open house, correspondence for the next CoW or Council meeting

I was surprised and disappointed that the Iconic 'Beacon' Element was not referenced any of the proposals.

What better way to define and represent our vision for the town
"Sidney will be the best seaside town in Canada - vibrant, unique, welcoming".

Please insure the final proposal contains this link to our historic past.

Thank you for your consideration

Brian Losie
1-10051 Third street
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Charlene Nash

Subject: FW: Water front planning

From: Ken Charbonneau [kacharbonneau@icloud.com]
Sent: Wednesday, AprÍl05, 2017 11:46 AM
To: admín
Cc: djcarscadden@gmail.com
Subject Water front planníng

To The Administration/Planníng Department and The Mayor,

I have read the waterfront planning guide and I want you to know I live at 204 - 9809 Seaport Place, right
above the suggested public washrooms. This is a really bad idea and is not just based on the fact that I live
right there. With all the public traffic, it would only be logical to place the public washrooms on the waterfront
pier where they are visible and in the pedestrian traffic flow. The noise level should not be visited upon
residents because of poor location planning. With the location on the pier, the washrooms would cut down on
the noise level as well as being highly visible to prevent damage and misuse.

Thank you,

Ken Charbonneau

Sent from my iPad
rife No.
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Charlene Nash

Subject: FW: Waterfront Vision

From: Dale Hazlehurst [dalehaz@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April A5,20L7 11:45 AM
To: admin
Subject: Waterfront Vision

Many thanks for the Waterfront Vision open house.
I offer the following commentary regarding the proposed mooring anangements for any
proposed ferry service. While viewing of the plan view does not provide any real detaii it
does suggest þreferred plan) a small finger pier extending from the Beacon wharf for feny
moorage. Assuming you intend a passenger ferry service with vessels of similar tonnage
to Victoria Clipper or slightly smaller I would argue that the presented finger pier is not
A pier subject to the requirements for safe moorage, safe passenger embarkation and disembarkation must:

1) be well secured such that it will remain in position with the docking/mooring loads imposed on it.
2) be of sufficient scantling to support the load imposed on the mooring bollards/cleats during
the docking/undocking evolutions. Likewise the bollard/cleats must be rated for the expected load.
3) be provided with sufficient fendering to protect itself and any moored vessel made fast

alongside in any expected surge conditions.
4) assuming a passenger ferry is intended for this pier it must be of sufficient width to provide a

safe and stable platform and fitted with safety railing. The fitting of such railing is likely not
appropriate for smaller recreation vessels of various dimensions.

The above are just the most basic requirements of safe moorage thus I would strongly urge consultation with an
appropriate ferry operator before any detail design work moves forward.

In viewing the design concepts offered I would argue fhat a single purpose ferry dock is best provided by the
existing Beacon V/harf after refurbishment. (Reflected in the first "low cost" design option)
I did not see any proposals regarding parking for subject ferry service.

Regarding the proposed recreation vessel dockage:
1) Floating piers are sufficient for most recreation vessels but I'd suggest the double

pier suggested is more than required and based on prevailing conditions rather
exposed to surge and wind load.

2) I assume these piers are simply moored thus movable in the winter months and a
safe storage facility provided. We should not expect such piers to remain in place
during the winter and must have a plan in place to protect them during severe weather
while they are employed.

I am not in support of the proposed facility on the seaward end of Beacon Wharf, this is unnecessary and
conflicts dramatically with the iconic fish auction house. Food trucks will not enhance the ambiance presented
by the seascape and not in the best interest of the local restaurants. I would think an eatery such as presently
existing on the pier would be well received by locals and visitors alike. A patio with outdoor tables would be
ideal.
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Thanks for the opportunity to comment.



Respectfuliy
Capt. Dale Hazlehurst
Master Mariner (ret)
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